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This War is the Big One: “The Objective is to
Destroy Russia and the Russian Empire”
Russia’s SMO Is a Life and Death Struggle Against American-led Nazism. A
Nuclear Armageddon or Biological Warfare Nightmare on the Cards
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*** 

Every uncompromised world politician and citizen of the world, who against great odds,
have kept themselves informed and abreast of the complicated historical geo-politics that
exists in Ukraine,  already know what can only be the ultimate outcome of the war in
Ukraine. Especially if they’ve kept themselves informed and abreast over the past nine
years since the American Government’s Neo-Con-led Coup of 2014, as well as, the failed
attempts ever since by the world’s powers, with the Minsk II Accords Normandy Format and
the Steinmeir Formula, to stop the slaughter of ethnic and Russian-speaking Russians in the
Donbas by Nazi-led Ukrainians and other fascists in the Western World.

Those who still possesses: even half a brain that hasn’t already been totally propagandized,
and still possess the ability to honestly engage within themselves and others, capable of a
similar modicum of independent thought and critically thinking powers, with what the only
possible outcome can be to the ultimate conclusion of the war in Ukraine, and why it is that
no other exit strategy from the war has ever been proposed, other than the total defeat of

Russia. Clearly, his war is THE BIG ONE for the whole ball of empire-building wax in the 21st

century and beyond.

President Biden and his worldwide Neo-Con allies and fascist Corporate Wall Street backers
already know this and have no intention whatsoever of ever relenting to some half-ass
measure through what they deem ‘bullshit’ negotiations to peacefully end the war; the
outcome of which, if ever fairly arrived at, will clearly favor the Russians and those in the
West who still can think clearly and independently about the most logical, most favorable
conclusion to the war for all concerned. Until then, the murdering mayhem will only continue
until Biden, the Neo-Cons in his Administration and war mongering NATO allies, can find the
appropriate  moment  or  favorable  excuse  to  finally  pull  the  plug  on  their  deceitful,
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duplicitous  proxy  war,  and  then  it’s,  “Bombs  Away!”

In the meantime, one doesn’t have to be a skilled parliamentarian or diplomatic envoy to
read between the constant lines of corporate mainstream press doublespeak to know the
ultimate intentions of President Biden and his ‘axis NATO allies’ aren’t just to “hurt or
weaken Russia”, as they’ve duplicitously-stated so many times over the past year. At all
costs, if need be, to human life and all of life on Mother Earth herself, the objective is to
destroy Russia and the Russian Empire.

For the warmongers in America and the West, this goal is nothing less than an absolute
imperative, if they are to maintain their hegemony in the world and ready themselves for
the ultimate Gunfight at the OK Corral, between themselves and China.

*
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